
The Vericlave RemoteLink 15 is a plug-and-play device that protects end devices and communications links. 
It establishes secure, end-to-end, and encrypted tunnels to other end devices, zones, or communications 
gateways as dictated by the BorderGuard. 

RemoteLink 15 protects communications conduits and securely segments your network into isolated and 
contained zones. It protects any type of endpoint, or network of endpoints, and transmits encrypted traffic to 
other secure endpoints. 

RemoteLink 15 supports PLCs, Operator Stations, RTUs, SCADA communications, radio communications to 
remote work sites, VoIP phones, video conferencing systems, and any Ethernet computer with any operating 
system. The incredibly easy to install and use RemoteLink 15 handles nearly any protocol (e.g., Modbus, 
COMDEX, TCP/IP, BACnet2). Whatever comes through the Ethernet port is encrypted, decrypted on the other 
side, and then sent on its way in the same format, without modification, for layer 2 multi-site-to-multi-site 
architecture. In addition, any medium is supported – including multi-hop satellite, dial up, DSL, cable, cellular, 
leased line, etc.

Implementation is simplified because RemoteLink 15 is a completely self-contained cryptosystem with no 
reliance on public or enterprise resources. 

RemoteLink 15 protects remote field sites, secure extranet access, and OT segment networks. RemoteLink 15 
is a critical component of the Vericlave solution that secures conduit communications, defines and protects 
OT system zones, and provides secure interactive remote access. For human connections, it provides built-
in mandatory two-factor authentication. RemoteLink 15 creates a bi-lateral trust between trusted nodes, as 
opposed to the transition-of-trust scenario with any number of compromise-prone Certificate Authorities. 
Security is validated by 17 years of continuous use in some of the most demanding environments, with no 
known vulnerabilities or breaches of these crypto-libraries. It has never fallen over or admitted bad data during 
an attack. Vericlave solutions have never failed to protect the client network.
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